
 hile the Italian Gardenisers, Salvatore and

Agnese, flew to London for their

apprenticeship as trainers of Gardenisers,

from England and Scotland - Orsetta and

Elinor - went to Rome. They contributed to

the development of a didactic garden in

the Municipality VIII of Rome and joined

the Eramus+ Agency INAPP seminar on

Green Jobs. Also, Elinor and Orsetta worked

with Italian Gardeniser trainers Luigi,

Alberto, Andrea and Mattia, sharing their

expertise and ideas for the Gardeniser

course to be held in Rome in July 2022.

  he 2022 training courses for becoming a

Gardeniser have been taking place, with

the support of Gardeniser Hub Erasmus+

project, in France, UK and Austria so far.

Next training in agenda, the one in Italy,

that will take place in Rome, from 11th to

15th of July 2022. 

80 new Gardenisers are joining the

international community working for the

management and quality development of

community gardens in Europe!

  ONDON. ASSAT. VIENNA. ROME. The four cities that

saw Gardeniser trainers from the four partner countries

of the Gardeniser Hub project carry out their

apprenticeships. Simultaneously, May 16-20, 2022.
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W  hat if we tried to quantify the

social value of a community

garden? What if we tried to

describe in numbers the beneficial

effects of a community that comes

alive, organizes itself, collaborates

and shares in the green of an urban

garden?

It sounds like a mission impossible!

There are things that can be

quantified, everything else - the

British would say - is uncountable.

Yet, to my surprise, in this week-long

training and apprenticeship in

London, I discovered that it can be

done!

This can help Gardenisers find a

ground for dialogue with

institutions, speak the language of

even the most skeptical citizens,

convince potential funding and put

in value their project when

participating in a call for proposals.

There are things in life that can be

quantified, for everything else there

are urban gardens.

- Agnese, Gardeniser trainer Italy -

Visit | www.gardeniser.eu
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  he Conservatoire des Légumes Anciens du Béarn  and

Pistes-Solidaires association welcomed the

implementation of the Gardeniser Pro course in Assat,

and Pau in which 14 participants from all over France

and 7 trainers (3 FR, 2 EN and 2 IT) took part. 
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